Public reporting burden for the collection of information is estimated to average 1 hour per response, including the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information. Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to Washington Headquarters Services, Directorate for Information Operations and Reports, 1215 Jefferson Davis Highway, Suite 1204, Arlington VA 22202-4302. Respondents should be aware that notwithstanding any other provision of law, no person shall be subject to a penalty for failing to comply with a collection of information if it does not display a currently valid OMB control number.
Goals of the Network Centric Approach are Superior Organizational Qualities
• Near-Universal Access (independent of location)
• Shared, Improved Situational Awareness (rich, customized information domains)
• Cross-Functional Collaboration (Ops, Plans, Intel, Log, Metoc, JAG, etc.) • In Princeton, N.J., scientists at the NEC Research Institute recently published a paper concluding that the Web's seemingly disorganized structure actually "self-organizes into communities of related information" that computers can identify through link patterns. The patterns lend themselves to certain algorithms, the researchers wrote, which could search more effectively in specialized areas such as science or medicine. As an example, the Rutgers team published a collection of pages it found relating to the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks, which is online at www.webselforganization.com/example. html. 
Effects-Based Outcomes
Best strategic, operational, tactical effects Any institutionalized requirements generation system needs a Any institutionalized requirements generation system needs a healthy experimental and innovation component. healthy experimental and innovation component. At minimum, At minimum, the system must be adaptive to potentially good ideas, e.g., a the system must be adaptive to potentially good ideas, e.g., a new software tool or a new educational technique. new software tool or a new educational technique. At best At best, it , it should include a dedicated " should include a dedicated "skunkworks skunkworks," ," where the where the skunkworks skunkworks exists explicitly for the generation of good ideas exists explicitly for the generation of good ideas and their direct application to the institution; is resourced we and their direct application to the institution; is resourced well ll as an institutional imperative; and is especially protected from as an institutional imperative; and is especially protected from systemic antibodies that tend to kill anything new before it is systemic antibodies that tend to kill anything new before it is mature enough to survive. mature enough to survive.
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